
CITIES IN TRANSLATION

PROGRAM
Thursday April 11 - Saturday April 13
Venue: Hall Building, Concordia University, Room 767
(Follow signs from the cafeteria)

CITIES IN TRANSLATION
WhileWhile the city has been at the centre of debate on issues of citizenship, public space and the shaping of community, little 
attention has been paid to the public presence of language in cities or the kinds of translation they foster. Much of the 
abundant literature in recent decades (Harvey, Sassen, Soja, Blum, Chambers, Sennett, and many others) has emphasized 
the visual aspects of urban life. Despite the sensory evidence of multilingualism in today’s cities, the proliferation of scripts 
on storefronts, and the shouted conversations on cellphones, there has been little discussion of language as a feature of 
urbanurban identity and memory, or of translation as a key in the creation of meaningful spaces of contact and civic 
participation.

This “oversight” is particularly striking as the increasingly diverse cities of the world face the challenge of promoting 
translation practices that will ensure urban cohesion. Translation is key to the incorporation of languages into the public 
sphere and therefore to the creation of a shared citizenship. This means seeing urban space as a translation space, where 
the focus is not on mere multiplicity, but on forms of interaction.

Each city imposes its own patterns of interaction among languages and communities, and these patterns emerge out of 
their spaces and their own narrative pasrs – whether it be cities like Czernowitz, Vilnius, Istanbul, or New Orleans, where 
languages correspond to successive historical periods; cities like Nicosia, Beirut, or Mostar, where a past mythical 
conviviality has been replaced by a present of political claims and counterclaims; or, like Brussels, Barcelona, Montreal, 
Dakar, Trieste, and Manila, where languages continue to greet and confront one another on common terrain. From the 
citiescities of the Levant to those of erstwhile Mitteleuropa, from the cities of European colonization to regional capitals of 
multilingual nations, a geometry emerges of divided and contested space, where language relations are regulated by the 
opposing forces of coercion and resistance, of wilful indifference and engaged interconnection.

What perceptions, then, are possible when ‘city’ and ‘translation’ are brought into conversation? This workshop will 
explore this question from several disciplinary perspectives: translation studies, cultural and communication studies, 
literature and history. What kind of critical vocabulary can help bring language and translation into debates about public 
space?

How are languages remembered as part of the city’s past? What are the effects of reading the history of a city through the 
lens of one language rather than another? Which sites of memory in multilingual cities are particularly revealing of the 
struggles of history?

HowHow does the idea of the diasporic city line up with more historically specific characterizations of the imperial or 
postcolonial city? How do these terms help us to understand the ways languages are recognized or ignored as part of a city’s 
identity? Are there useful typologies of the multilingual city?

Itinerants, migrants, how are the histories of these precarious subjects written into the history of the city? What language 
choices are made by the less powerful and how are their words translated into public space in the city? What are the 
dynamics of translation in relation to marginalized languages?

WITH THANKS TO:



THURSDAY APRIL 11
9:30 AM
Introduction: The Translational City, Sherry Simon

10:00 AM
LANGUAGE AND URBAN MEMORY
CHAIR: Philippe Despoix, Université de Montréal

• Laimonis Briedis (Vilnius University): Vilnius: Sites of Translation• Laimonis Briedis (Vilnius University): Vilnius: Sites of Translation
• Katia Pizzi (University of London): A Modernist City Resisting Translation? Trieste Between Slovenia and 
Italy
• Alexis Nouss (University of Cardiff): La ville exilique

12:30 PM
Lunch

2:00 PM
MEDIATION, THE MEDIASCAPE, CIRCULATIONMEDIATION, THE MEDIASCAPE, CIRCULATION
CHAIR: Paul Peters, McGill University, German Department

• Will Straw (McGill University): Media Networks and Language Crossing in Montreal
• Michael Darroch (University of Windsor): Cities and translation in the media theorisation of Vilém Flusser
• Michael Cronin (Dublin City University): Digital Doublin: Translating the Cybercity

5:00 PM
Reception open to all

7:00 PM7:00 PM
Dinner for presenters

FRIDAY APRIL 12
10:00 AM
IMPERIAL, DIASPORIC, POSTCOLONIAL CITIES
CHAIR: Lianne Moyes, Université de Montréal

• Smaro Kamboureli (University of Guelph): The City’s Other Face
• Matteo Colombi (Leipzig University): Are Translators Heroes? Translation Performances and Memories • Matteo Colombi (Leipzig University): Are Translators Heroes? Translation Performances and Memories 
from East-Central Europe
• Bill Marshall (University of London): Linguistic Zones of the French Atlantic
• Roch Duval (Université de Montréal): São Paulo, traduction et modernité. L’exemple du Brás, Bexiga e Barra 
Funda (1927) d’Antônio Alcântara de Machado.

12:30 PM
Lunch

2:00 PM
DIVIDED CITIES, ZONES OF NON-TRANSLATION
CHAIR: Catherine Leclerc, McGill University

• Marc Pomerleau (Université de Montréal): Barcelona: Multilingualism and the Translation of Oneself
• Sherry Simon (Concordia University): Mediating across Troubled Divides• Sherry Simon (Concordia University): Mediating across Troubled Divides
• Robert Schwartzwald (Université de Montréal): “Can Cities Translate Each Other?”
• Inken Kaumann (Concordia University): Czernowitz, translational city

7:00 PM
Dinner for presenters

SATURDAY APRIL 13
10:00 AM
PRECARIOUS URBAN LANGUAGE SUBJECTSPRECARIOUS URBAN LANGUAGE SUBJECTS
CHAIR: André Furlani, Concordia University

• Simon Harel (Université de Montréal): Langue monosémique, récit pluriel: la traduction de la souffrance 
psychique en langage de la Cité
• Jeff Derksen (Simon Fraser University): Troubling the Post-Political City
• Myriam Suchet (Université de Paris 3): Translation in contemporary urban art: an interstitial experience of 
the city

Concluding discussionConcluding discussion

12:30 PM
Lunch
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